
Advertise with us.

  

Pokrov-spiritually religious movement website is advertised widely in a world wide web
resources on the boarder of USA. In addition, this website is advertised well in the whole
internet, Our site is visited by more than 20,000 unique visitors amonth. You can place your
advertisement on our website by paying and also free.

  

  

1. The placement of an article of the content of "Pokrov" and with backlink on your website, on
the main page of a website: &nbsp;welcome.pokrov.com .

  

Your article is supposed to contain: 5 full lines. It will be placed on a main page at the top part-
after the main text. Then a link will lead on the page with the full text, as a new material will
come in to the website - your information will be going down to the bottom of the page with the
further passing to the next page. Article Requirement: it supposed to be on a content of a
religious theme Pokrov, it supposed to be unique (its not supposed to repeat anywhere on the
internet), an article supposed to be more than 100 full lines, it supposed to be in Russian and
English languages, the link that takes to your website will be placed at the bottom part of an
article text. 

  

Price: free

  

  

2. The placement a backlink your website, with the placement of an article or news that matches
with the topic of our website. This article you can place in the section "News", "Articles". Your
article will be placed on the our website welcome.pokrov.com .
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The requirement of an article: it must be - interesting and unique (and should not be plagiarized
anywhere from the internet) - in the size of minimum 100 full lines. The link of an article should
be placed on the bottom part of an article, and this article is supposed to be on Russian and
English languages.

  

Price: free

  

  

3. The placement a backlink your website, with the placement of an article that matches with the
topic of our website in the blog. The requirement of an information which would be placed in a
blog with the placement of the link: information must be:

  

-matching with the content of our website 

  

-interesting and unique ( should not be plagiarized  and should not be repeated from other
internet sources) 

  

- text should not be less than 50 full lines.

  

Price: Free

  

  

4. The placement of any contact, advertising ,linking information in the " Dating " section and on
the forum in the section "Information about visitors".
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Price: Free

  

  

5. Placement of your link and full description of the website in our Sites Directory .

  

  Price: Free (including the placement of our back link or banner  on your website)

  

  

6. Placement of your link and full description of the website in our Directory&nbsp;Pokrov22 .

  

Price: Free (including the placement of our back link on your website)

  

  

7. Placement of your link and full description of the website in our Top sites Pokrov .

  

Price: Free (including the placement of our counter banner on your website)

  

  

8. Placement of advertising information on main page  of a website. Your advertisement should
be 1 full line and it will be placed on the main page, and in the top section of a page. After the
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basic text, the link will lead on the page with the full text. Once the new material enters our
website - your advertisement will be going down the page, with the further passing to the next
page. You can place any advertising material, links, banners, contacts and etc... Requirements:
the advertisement must not be against the law and ethics.

  

Price: $100 per 12 months.

  

  

9.The placement of the banner. The banner is placed in one part of our website ( in english or
russian parts), on all of the pages of the chosen language, banner is placed in one position:

  

-top side of the website

  

-left side of the website

  

-bottom side of the website

  

*If in the particular sides are placed other banners, then the show of your banner is follows on
the same levels with other banners. Requirements: the banners are accepted with the simple
HTML cod or is accepted with the placement of Logos. If the banner has JAVA cod, it wont be
accepted.

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months.
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10.The placement of the link of your website in the bottom part, on the main page of the website
pokrov.com

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

11. The placement of your website link, in the bottom part of the website welcome.pokrov.com
next to the copyright sign on all of the pages

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

12. The placement of your website link in the section " sponsors ".

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

13. The placement of your banner in the " Dating " section on any of the pages, in the left part of
the page or in the bottom part of the page.

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months.
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14. The placement of your banner in our catalogue of websites  on the main page from the right
side.

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

  

15. The placement of your banner in our  Directory Pokrov22  on the main page from the right
side.

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

16. The placement of a link with your website including its full description in our website
catalogue  in
the "Sponsor" section ( your website will be placed in the front rows in your category)

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 
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17. The placement of a link with your website including its full description in our  Directory
Pokrov22  in
the "Sponsor" section ( your website will be placed in the front rows in your category)

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

18. The placement of your banner in our Top Sites Pokrov  on the main page from the right
side.

  

Price: $100.00 per 12 months. 

  

  

You can place any free advertisement yourself.

  

The information of the non-free advertisement you can send the administrator of the web
hosting .  If you have any
questions, comments, wishes for the advertisement - you can ask and write on the forum in the
" Section of Website
Administrator  ".

  

  

To add your paid ads. You can make a payment and contact us  using any convenient
connection.
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                                                function initPayPalButton() {        paypal.Buttons({          style: {    
       shape: 'rect',            color: 'blue',            layout: 'vertical',            label: 'pay',                      },   
        createOrder: function(data, actions) {            return actions.order.create({             
purchase_units: [{"description":"Advertising on the site
Pokrov.","amount":{"currency_code":"USD","value":100}}]            });          },            onApprove:
function(data, actions) {            return actions.order.capture().then(function(details) {             
alert('Transaction completed by ' + details.payer.name.given_name + '!');            });          },         
  onError: function(err) {            console.log(err);          }       
}).render('#paypal-button-container');      }      initPayPalButton();      

  

Strictly No >>>  P o r n,  L o t t e r y,  c a s i n o,  D r u g,  A r m s  related and  H a c k I n g 
sites.
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